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Abstract:
Artificial gravity (AG) is a promising approach to reduce the physiological deconditioning
experienced by astronauts. Here we propose the linear sled hybrid AG system as an alternative
to the typical centrifuge approach to creating AG. In this paradigm, the rider is briefly linearly
accelerated towards their head, then rotated 180° around, then decelerated. This sequence is
repeated creating footward loading during the linear acceleration and deceleration phases,
replicating standing upright on Earth, without any gravity gradient or Coriolis forces. The 180°
rotation also produces gradient centripetal acceleration, for a “hybrid” approach. We simulated
the well-validated observer model to predict the rider’s orientation perception and potential
disorientation in response to these two AG paradigms. Particularly, we simulated head tilts to
investigate the cross-coupled illusion. For the centrifuge, as expected, we found head tilts
caused the cross-coupled illusion and an illusory sense of tilt. As a novel prediction, we found
the head tilt angle and centrifuge spin rate to interact non-linearly, producing an inflection point
in the peak perceived tilt of the cross-coupled illusion. We found the linear sled paradigm to be
well perceived and, as expected, head tilts did not produce the cross-coupled illusion. While the
observer model predicted the linear sled paradigm to not be disorienting, future experimental
work is necessary for validation. Comfort and motion sickness feasibility, as well as
countermeasure efficacy, should be studied experimentally.
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1.1.

Introduction:
During space exploration missions, astronauts are exposed to increased radiation as
well as microgravity for long durations. Extended microgravity exposure results in physiological
deconditioning including, but not limited to, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, sensorimotor,
cerebrovascular, as well as ocular changes (see[1] for a summary). This physiological
deconditioning poses concerns not only over the duration of the crew’s lifetimes, but also risks
for the safety and success of the crew on a particular mission (e.g.,[2]).
Various physiological countermeasures to this deconditioning have been proposed or
are in use (e.g., resistive and aerobic exercise, fluid loading, diet and pharmaceuticals, etc.).
However, most countermeasures focus on a single or a few physiological systems and in some
cases have not been found to be fully effective[3]. Though recent exercise and nutrition
countermeasures have been effective for mitigating musculoskeletal deconditioning[4] for up to
6 months stays on the International Space Station (ISS). Alternatively, artificial gravity (AG) has
been proposed as a comprehensive countermeasure (i.e., addresses nearly all physiological
systems) for extended exposure to weightlessness[3, 5]. Presumably, AG will not have a direct
benefit towards protecting against radiation-induced effects.
Typically, AG concepts have proposed using a centrifuge to create sustained centripetal
acceleration. The required centripetal acceleration level (or G-level) for optimally protecting an
astronaut from spaceflight-induced physiological deconditioning remains an open research
question [5]. We define G as the ratio of the gravito-inertial acceleration to the standard
g=9.81m/s 2 experienced on Earth. As such, forces expressed in G’s are specific forces
throughout this paper. The magnitude of centripetal acceleration is equal to the product of the
radius and the spin rate squared. Thus, for a desired acceleration level, this leads to a tradeoff
between a long-radius centrifuge that spins slowly versus a shorter radius that must spin more
quickly. Lower mass, short-radius centrifuge concepts (there is no strict definition, but
approximately <3m radius) are generally deemed more practical for early exploration missions
and the Low Earth Orbit research required prior to them[5].
However, short-radius centrifugation, and the associated fast spin rate, leads to three
confounding challenges. First, the short radius leads to a “gravity-gradient” where the portions of
the astronaut’s body farther from the center of rotation experience relatively higher G’s. This
alters fluid distribution and cardiovascular responses[6] and can also present
sensorimotor/coordination challenges (e.g., an astronaut’s arm becomes “heavier” as it is
moved radially outward/footward). Second, a mass moving linearly in the spinning environment
experiences Coriolis forces, except if moving exactly parallel to the centrifuge spin axis. This
leads to sensorimotor errors where, for example, a reaching arm movement is unexpectedly
perturbed[7]. Third, and the focus of this paper, is that if the astronaut makes any “out of plane”
head tilts/rotations (i.e., not parallel to the centrifuge spin axis), they will experience the cross coupled illusion[8]. This illusion, sometimes called the Coriolis illusion (though it is independent
of the Coriolis force issue described earlier), results in an illusory perception of tumbling that can
be very disorientating and typically leads to motion sickness[9, 10].
A detailed description of the cross-coupled illusion can be found elsewhere[8]. Briefly,
the semicircular canals of the vestibular system in the inner ear sense angular rotation, but are
insensitive at lower frequencies. For example, during the sustained, constant spin rate of a
centrifuge, the endolymph fluid in the stimulated semicircular canal(s) of the vestibular system
equilibrates and the sense of rotation ceases (in the dark or with a centrifuge-fixed visual
reference). When the head is then tilted/rotated, the physical centrifuge spin instantly stimulates
the canal(s) now aligned with the spin axis. Furthermore, the equilibrated axis is no longer
aligned with the spin axis causing a reversal in stimulation leading to the tumbling sensation.
The axis of the illusory tumbling sensation follows a right hand rule (e.g., a yaw head tilt during
roll centrifuge spin causes an illusory pitch perception). During the head tilt, the otolith organs of
the vestibular system provide a generally veridical cue of gravito-inertial acceleration, which is
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inconsistent with the tumbling sensation and eventually leads to its decay. During the illusion,
humans typically report a paradoxical sensation of only moderate illusory tilt despite a large
sense of tumbling (“I feel like I am spinning but not going anywhere”).
We now transition to introducing a novel, alternative approach to creating AG, the “linear
sled hybrid AG system”. Figure 1 shows the stimulation pattern of the system. Instead of
constantly spinning like on a centrifuge, the rider is linearly accelerated to create AG. This linear
acceleration cannot continue indefinitely as the required displacement will grow unconstrained.
Instead, the rider is then quickly rotated 180° around and then linearly decelerated to a stop.
The pattern then repeats, with the rider being linearly accelerated back in the opposite direction.
Between the acceleration/deceleration phases and the 180° rotation, a constant linear velocity
coast phase is included. This may be important either for the mechanical design (i.e., to allow
transfer of energy between translational and rotational actuators) or for rider tolerance. As
discussed below, different values may be considered, but for an initial analysis we considered
each phase to be 1s in duration (for 5s total going from left to right, 10s for a complete cycle)
and the acceleration/deceleration phases to produce 1G. The black lines in Figure 5, show a
quantitative time-history of the linear sled sequence.
In both the linear acceleration and deceleration phases, the rider experiences an applied
“gravitational” force towards their feet (footward), replicating that experienced when standing
upright here on Earth. Critically, during these linear acceleration/deceleration phases, the rider
would experience “pure” AG: there is no gravity gradient (i.e., the rider’s entire body
experiences the same G-level determined by the acceleration rate), there are no Coriolis forces,
and presumably the rider would not experience the cross-coupled illusion in response to head
tilts. During the 180° rotation phase, the rider would also experience AG in the lower portions of
their body due to centripetal acceleration, hence the “hybrid” portion of the name. The rider
would also experience lateral tangential accelerations due to the angular acceleration and
deceleration of the rotation. During the rotation, there would be a gravity-gradient and Coriolis
forces (if a portion of the body is moved with a sizable linear velocity), similar to on a centrifuge.
However, presumably the cross-coupled illusion would not occur since the brief rotation does
not allow for the canal signal to decay. With the rotation axis at the subject’s head level, there
would not be centripetal or tangential acceleration stimulation to the otoliths.
The aim of this paper was to quantitatively investigate the orientation perceptions riders
are likely to experience in a centrifuge AG system as well as the novel linear sled hybrid AG
system. Specifically, we simulated the two motion profiles using a well-validated mathematical
model for human spatial orientation, known as the observer model[11-14]. As a particular focus,
we simulated scenarios where the rider made head tilts to potentially induce the cross-coupled
illusion.
1.2 Material and Methods:
The observer model was used to simulate spatial orientation perception for the
centrifugation and linear sled paradigms. While details can be found elsewhere[11-14], Figure 2
shows a conceptual block diagram of the model. Briefly, the model assumes the brain uses
internal models of otolith and semicircular canal transduction and physical kinematics to
produce expected sensory afferent signals. These are compared to sensory afferent
measurements to produce sensory conflict signals, which are weighted and drive central
perceptions of angular velocity, gravity (orientation), and linear acceleration (and thus gravitoinertial force). The predicted perceptions can be compared with the actual orientation of the
human and these differences can be quantified to identify disorientation. Time histories of
inertial angular velocity and linear acceleration were provided in three-dimensions as inputs to
the model. These inputs and outputs of orientation perception were given in a standard head-
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fixed coordinate frame (i.e., +x was out the human’s nose, +y was out the left ear, and +z was
out the top of the head) [11, 13, 14]. The direction of gravity was initialized at the beginning of
each simulation, but then otherwise typically computed through quaternion integration using the
angular velocity input. Although observer has the capability to incorporate visual cues[14], for
this initial analysis the visual pathways in the model were deactivated (i.e., equivalent to being in
the dark) to avoid making any assumptions of what visual cues might be available. We utilized
the originally published set of gains for observer[11]. For this initial investigation, the complexity
introduced by Clark et al.[12] in which otolith cues are differentially processed in the utricular
plane vs. saccular direction was omitted. Thus the version of the model used was equivalent to
Newman[14]. For this preliminary exploration, all of the simulations performed were done “on
Earth”, such that the magnitude of actual gravity was 1G. While the AG systems are proposed
for use in microgravity (0G), the model is not as well validated in this environment. To match
this, in the observer model the “internal model” (i.e., the neural representation) of gravity was
also set to 1G magnitude for all simulations to replicate a normal, Earth-based person.
The centrifugation paradigm was simulated such that the subject was supine and spun
about the Earth-vertical axis (i.e., their roll axis or about the +x head-fixed axis). In each
simulation, the centrifuge was first held at rest for 10s (zero spin rate) and then accelerated to
the desired spin rate over the course of 10s. This spin rate was maintained for the duration
(100s) of the simulation.
In the first of these simulations, the person’s head was “off-axis” yielding centripetal
acceleration stimulation to the otoliths (Figure 3c). Next, we simulated the subject making a yaw
head tilt (i.e., about the z-axis, or the head rotation made when shaking the head “no”), left ear
down over 1s after 59s of constant spin rate and then a head tilt back to upright after 30s
(Figure 4a-c). Next, in a series of simulations, the spin rate of the centrifuge (5 to 360°/s) and
the amplitude of the head tilt (5 to 90°) were modified as independent variables (Figure 4d). For
simplicity, in the centrifuge head tilt simulations (Figure 4), we simulated the head being located
at the spin axis.
The linear sled paradigm was also simulated with the subject being supine during the
entire simulation. The linear sled simulation replicated the paradigm shown in Figure 1. The
exact timing of phases is annotated in Figure 5. It consisted of the repeated series of linear
acceleration (1s at 1G), constant linear velocity coast (1s), 180° rotation (1s), another constant
linear velocity coast (1s), and a linear deceleration (1s at 1G). As a countermeasure, this
sequence might continue for minutes to hours, but was truncated after a few repetitions since,
as will be seen in Figure 5, the observer model predictions of orientation perception also just
repeated.
We simulated a few example yaw head tilts during the linear sled motions. First, the
head was tilted left ear down to 45° and back up during a 180° rotation, then across a pair of
linear deceleration and acceleration periods, and then finally we simulated a head tilt left ear
down to 45° that remained statically tilted for the remainder of the simulation (Figure 5). This last
head tilt simulation was included to match the head tilt motion simulated during centrifugation
(i.e., tilt down and remained statically tilted).
When simulating head tilts, we used the following angular velocity profile in both the
linear sled and centrifugation paradigms.
Equation 1
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Where
is the angular velocity profile over time t is the head tilt angle,
is the
total time duration of the head tilt, and is the time of the start of the head tilt in the simulation.
While real head tilts may have different angular velocity profiles, we suggest this profile is
representative of a typical head tilt in that its bell-shape (in terms of angular velocity) is smooth
and has the peak angular velocity midway through the tilt profile.
1.3 Results:
1.3.1Centrifuge:
The first centrifuge simulation assessed was with the head off-axis of the centrifuge spin
axis to produce centripetal acceleration at the head (Figure 3).
With the supine subject and the simulation performed here on Earth, the backward force
(black line in Figure 3a) corresponds to Earth’s 1G gravity, while the footward force (black line in
Figure 3c) is due to centripetal acceleration. This footward force was set to have a magnitude of
1G by having the head offset with a radius of 2.05m and a spin rate of 125°/s. The backward
and footward force were fairly well perceived (Figures 2a&c, with the perceived forces
approximately 85% of the actual force and this error constant over time. This slight deviation
was due to the observer model utilizing a value of 1G in the simulated subject’s internal model
of the magnitude of gravity. The combined stimulation of 1G of Earth’s gravity backward and 1G
of footward force from centripetal acceleration yields a net magnitude of 1.41G’s (i.e., square
root of 2), which the model attempts to best resolve into a magnitude of approximately 1G.
The angular velocity was not well perceived (Figure 3b), as the perceived angular
velocity peaked at approximately 67°/s when the actual spin rate was 125°/s. Also, as expected,
the perceived angular velocity reached a maximum and then decayed exponentially to zero (i.e.,
failed to properly perceive the constant centrifuge spin). This perceptual decay occurred with a
time constant of approximately 20s, corresponding to the well-known velocity storage response.
Next, after 59s of centrifuge constant spinning (Figure 4a), we simulated a 30°
out-of-plane head tilt over 1s (Figure 4b).
First, we note that the head tilt itself (Figure 4b) was well perceived (i.e., the dotted gray
line essentially perfectly tracked the solid black line). However, the yaw head tilt in the roll
spinning environment caused an illusory pitch sensation (Figure 4c, beginning at time=79s). The
illusory pitch quickly reached a maximum and then decayed back towards zero over the course
of 20-30s. This response is characteristic of the cross-coupled illusion observed experimentally.
For this combination of 125°/s spin rate and 30° head tilt, the peak illusory pitch angle was
approximately 12.8° (denoted by a circle in Figure 4c). At time=110s, the head was tilted back to
upright causing a second cross-coupled, illusory pitch sensation in the opposite direction.
Figure 4d shows the peak illusory pitch angle for varying centrifuge angular velocities (5
to 360°/s) and head tilt angles (5 to 90°). For a given head tilt angle (location on the x-axis of
Figure 4d), increasing centrifuge angular velocity (going from light to dark shades) always
yielded a larger peak illusory pitch angle (i.e., more intense cross-coupled illusion). However,
the relative impact of increasing centrifuge angular velocity varied and was typically larger for
larger head tilt angles.
Interestingly, for a given centrifuge angular velocity (fixed shade), increasing head tilt
angle (going from left to right on the x-axis) had a varied impact upon the peak illusory pitch
angle. For slower centrifuge angular velocities (i.e., < ~30°/s, light grays), increasing head tilt
angle caused a fairly linear increase in the peak illusory pitch angle. For moderate centrifuge
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angular velocities (e.g., ~150°/s, mid grays), increasing head tilt angle up to about 70° caused a
fairly linear increase in the peak illusory pitch angle, after which it leveled off. Finally, for fast
centrifuge angular velocities (i.e., > 240°/s, dark grays), the model predicted a clear inflection
point. With increasing head tilt angle, the peak illusory pitch angle first increased nearly linearly,
reached a peak, and then actually decreased. The head tilt angle at which this inflection point
occurred decreased with increasing centrifuge angular velocity. For example, at 240°/s, it
occurred at approximately 70° of head tilt, while at 360°/s it occurred at 55-60°.
To summarize, the following predictions are novel and have not yet been experimentally
validated: 1) the non-linear interaction between head tilt angle and centrifuge angular velocity,
2) at faster centrifuge angular velocities, the presence of an inflection point after which larger
head tilts actually reduce the peak illusory pitch angle, and 3) the head tilt angle at which this
inflection point occurs is reduced for faster centrifuge angular velocities.
1.3.2 Linear Sled:
The linear sled simulations were assessed in the same manner as the centrifugation
simulations, with the goal of identifying the presence and quantifying the magnitude of any
potential cross-coupled illusion.
One complete linear sled motion sequence, without any head tilts, is shown from
time=1-11s in Figure 5. First, we summarize the linear sled physical stimulation pattern (black
lines in Figure 5). Initially, stationary with the rider supine (time=0-1s), the only force was 1G
from gravity in the – x-direction (Figure 5d). Next the sled was linearly accelerated (1G footward
force from time=1-2s, Figure 5c). It then coasted at a constant linear velocity for 1s (time=2-3s),
before performing a 180° rotation in 1s using the angular velocity bell-curve profile defined in
Equation 1 (time=3-4s, Figure 5a). As the rotation axis was at the center of the subject’s head,
this did not yield any additional forces at the head/otoliths (Figure 5c&d). Once spun around, the
sled coasted for another second (time=4-5s), before decelerating at 1G to a stop (time=5-6s,
Figure 5c). Critically, since the sled was rotated around (Figure 1), this deceleration force was
also directed footward, mimicking the direction of gravity on Earth for an individual standing
upright. Once stopped (time=6s), the sled was immediately accelerated back in the opposite
direction (time=6-7s, Figure 5c), providing additional footward loading. Again, there was a coast
period (time=7-8s), followed by another 180° rotation (time=8-9s, Figure 5a). In this example,
the rotation was in the opposite direction (negative angular velocity bell-curve, Figure 5a),
though in another design it could continue to complete the 360°. In either case, the rider was
reoriented such that after another 1s coast (time=9-10s), when they were decelerated (time=1011s) the force was again in the footward direction. This brought the sled to a stop and
completed a full sequence (left to right and back to the initial position on the left in Figure 1),
requiring 10s of motion. The stimulation pattern then repeated immediately.
Over the first 11 seconds without any head tilts, the observer model predicted that the
stimulation pattern of the linear sled hybrid AG system to be very well perceived. Specifically,
the predicted orientation perception (gray lines) tracked the actual angular velocities and forces
(black lines) fairly well. The angular velocity during the 180° rotations (Figure 5a) was
essentially perfectly perceived. This was expected since the rotation was relatively high
frequency (i.e., 1Hz), where the semicircular canals reliably transduce the physical stimulation.
The footward (Figure 5c) specific force was also fairly well perceived, as was the –x
direction force of gravity (Figure 5d). As expected, when stationary (time=0-1s) and during the
coast phases (time=2-3, 4-5, 7-8, 9-10s, etc.) the zero footward force was essentially perfectly
perceived. During the linear acceleration and deceleration periods when the subject
experienced both 1G of footward force and 1G of –x direction force from gravity, yielding a net
of 1.41G, there were slight deviations. As in the off-axis centrifuge simulations, this was due to
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an attempt to resolve the 1.4G stimulus with the internal model having a magnitude of gravity of
1G.
This can more clearly be seen in Figure 5g, which shows the resulting perceived pitch
angle from these deviations. While the actual pitch angle remains at zero (i.e., rider is supine),
the model predicts a perception of being pitched nose up during the linear acceleration and
decelerations. This deviation in head pitch angle is an example of the common “somatogravic”
illusion. During the linear acceleration and deceleration phases, the perceived direction of
gravity or “upright” converged to the resulting direction of the net gravito-inertial acceleration,
corresponding to an illusory sensation of being pitched nose up from the original supine
orientation (Figure 5g). This pitching sensation also manifested as brief spikes in perceived yaxis angular velocity (Figure 5b).
First, we note that this somatogravic illusion was not unique to the linear sled motions. It
was both predicted by observer and has been observed experimentally during off-axis
centrifugation (Figure 3, though the panel of head pitch angle is not shown) [15]. It will occur
during large, sustained acceleration (longer than a split second) in an Earth gravity environment,
whether created by centripetal acceleration on a centrifuge or linear acceleration on the linear
sled hybrid AG system. Second, this somatogravic illusion was primarily an artifact of
performing these simulations “on Earth”, with 1G of gravity. If the magnitude of gravity was
reduced to zero in the model, as if the linear sled was in microgravity, the perceived direction of
gravity during the acceleration and deceleration periods was exactly footwards (not shown),
similar to a person standing upright on Earth.
On the second linear sled motion sequence (time=11-21s in Figure 5), we considered
head tilts. First we simulated two dynamic head tilts, each in yaw to the left, with a peak of 45°
(Figure 5f). The head tilt velocity profile was defined by Equation 1, first positively to tilt to the
side, and then negatively to return (Figure 5e). The first head tilt occurred concurrently with the
180° rotation (time=13-14s). This head tilt caused the 180° rotation of the sled to be depicted in
components of the head-fixed x- and y-axes (time=13-14s in Figure 5a&b). The second head tilt
occurred across deceleration and subsequent acceleration periods (time=15.5-16.5s). Finally, a
static head tilt was simulated (time=18-19s) of 45° (Figure 5f) that was maintained for the
remainder of the simulation (time=19-26s), mimicking the static head tilt simulated during
centrifugation in Figure 4. Note that during and following the last head tilt, the standard
Earth-vertical 180° rotation is depicted as divided into x-axis and y-axis head-fixed components
(Figure 5a&b) and the negative x-direction of gravity (Figure 5d) is partially in the y-axis (not
shown).
Both the dynamic head tilts (time=13-14, 15.5-16.5, and 18-19s) and static head tilt
(time=19-26s) themselves were well perceived. Specifically, the head tilt angular velocity in
Figure 5e and head tilt yaw angle in Figure 5f were well tracked by the predicted perceptions.
Finally, and most importantly, the head tilts made during linear sled hybrid AG exposure,
did not cause any cross-coupled illusions and associated illusory pitch sensation. Compare the
linear sled hybrid AG system (Figure 5g at time=13-14, 15.5-16.5, and 18-19s) to the centrifuge
response (Figure 4c beginning at time=79s). While there was the somatogravic response
discussed earlier, Figure 5g shows no illusory pitch perception due to the cross-coupled illusion.
This lack of a cross-coupled illusion was expected since the rider was not experiencing constant
spin rate rotation like on the centrifuge. Even if the head tilt was simulated during the 180°
rotation of the linear sled (Figure 5 at time=13-14s for a dynamic head tilt returning to upright or
time=18-19s for a head tilt that did not return to upright) it did not yield a cross-coupled illusion,
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because the rotation was brief (i.e., 1s) and well within the sensory bandwidth of the
semicircular canals. While Figure 5 shows example head tilts, we note that simulating a range of
head tilt angles, durations, direction, etc. yield qualitatively similar outcomes (i.e., head tilt itself
is well perceived with no cross-coupled illusion). This demonstrates that the cross-coupled
illusion does not occur during linear sled hybrid AG exposure.
1.4 Discussion:
As an alternative to centrifugation, we introduced the linear sled hybrid AG system,
which to our knowledge has not been formally proposed as a countermeasure to the
physiological deconditioning astronauts experience in microgravity. To initially assess the linear
sled hybrid AG system, we aimed to quantify likely orientation perceptions of a person riding on
the system, as compared to a centrifuge system. In addition to the passive motion profiles, we
were interested in simulating the rider making active head tilts. A well validated mathematical
observer model for spatial orientation was used to predict the orientation perceptions[11-14, 16,
17].
As previously experimentally observed, the model predicted that the perception of
rotation during centrifugation decays in less than one minute, such that when an out-of-plane
head tilt is made the cross-coupled illusion occurs. As a new contribution, we performed a
parametric study simulating combinations of head tilt angles and centrifuge spin rates and
quantified the peak illusory pitch angle of the cross-coupled illusion.
In simulating the linear sled hybrid AG system, the observer model predicted the
sequence of linear acceleration, constant linear velocity coast, 180° rotation, coast,
deceleration, etc. are likely to be well perceived. Specifically, the linear specific forces and
angular velocities were well matched by the model’s predictions of the corresponding
perceptions. We also simulated head tilts during the linear deceleration/acceleration and during
the 180° rotation, both with static tilts and returning back to “upright”, and found this did not yield
the illusory cross-coupled illusion. This was expected since the linear sled hybrid AG system
does not involve sustained, constant velocity rotation like the centrifuge. Our observer model
simulations quantitatively confirmed this intuitive expectation.
1.4.1 Centrifuge cross-coupled illusion:
As has been done previously[14], here we demonstrate that the observer model is
capable of simulating the well-known cross-coupled illusion when an out-of-plane head tilt is
made in a spinning environment. However, here we performed many simulations across a range
of combinations of head tilt angles and centrifuge spin rates. Interestingly, the model predicts
non-linear interactions between these two factors. In fact, for fast spin rates the model predicts
an inflection point, after which the peak illusory pitch angle actually decreased with increasing
head tilt angle. These predictions have not been experimentally tested and remain an
opportunity for future experimental validation.
Based upon these observer model predictions, one might ask, what range of head tilt
angles and centrifuge spin rate are tolerable, so as to prevent an excessively large crosscoupled illusion? In particular, since a faster spin rate allows for a shorter radius centrifuge (to
produce a desired gravitational level), how short of a radius might be feasible? There are some
caveats in extrapolating these results to answer these questions. First, we rather obviously note
that if no head tilts or only infinitesimally small head tilts are allowed, even at very fast centrifuge
spin rates, than only infinitesimally small cross-coupled illusions are predicted to occur.
However, if head tilts are performed, it is generally preferable to make smaller head tilts for a
given spin rate. The exception to this is at very fast spin rates (i.e., >240°/s) where after the
inflection point, very large head tilts (e.g., 70-90°) are predicted to cause smaller illusory pitch
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than more moderate head tilts (e.g., 55°). As expected, we found that faster centrifuge spin
rates are more disorienting; however, the relative impact of increasing spin rate interacts with
the head tilt angle. For example, spin rates of up to even 360°/s yield only 5° of peak illusory
pitch angle when the head tilt is itself only 5°. However, if the head tilt is 55-60°, the peak
illusory pitch angle reaches a maximum of approximately 45°. Thus, we conclude that a
tolerance limit on spin rate, so as to avoid cross-coupling, cannot be made without consideration
of the head tilts likely to be performed.
This conclusion requires acknowledging that peak illusory pitch angle is our primary
metric, which we treat as a proxy for the subjective sense of cross-coupled illusion intensity. The
observer model predicts nearly identical time courses of decay for the illusory pitch in response
to various combinations of head tilt angles and spin rates (data not shown). Thus the peak
illusory pitch (i.e., magnitude) is likely the primary influence on the sense of illusion intensity.
Nonetheless, it remains unclear how large of a peak illusory pitch angle is tolerable. In our own
unpublished experiments, we have found that most subjects first noticed the cross-coupled
illusion when performing a 40° head tilt in 1s (same duration as used in our observer
simulations) while spinning at 6 to 12°/s (1 to 2 rotations per minute or rpm). In such conditions
(Figure 4d), observer predicts a peak illusory pitch angle of approximately 1-2°, which
corresponds well to the perceptual threshold of physical, static tilt[18].
However, larger cross-coupled illusions may be tolerable, even if they are
suprathreshold (i.e., noticeable). Early studies suggested up to 36°/s (6rpm) was tolerable for
sustained exposure[19, 20], presumably in which head tilts were not experimentally controlled
(i.e., a range of head tilts to various angles were performed at the subject’s discretion).
However, these limits might be overly conservative [5]. Furthermore, there is experimental
evidence that through repeated exposure, the cross-coupled illusion intensity decreases[9, 10].
These habituation/adaptive mechanisms are not sufficiently understood to be incorporated into
our observer model predictions. Finally, the limiting factor in terms of tolerability of a particular
spin rate is likely the level of motion sickness that results from a sequence of head tilts. While
the peak illusory pitch angle metric may relate to the provocative stimulus, it is not equivalent to
motion sickness. At a minimum, motion sickness involves temporal dynamics[21].
1.4.2 Linear Sled Hybrid AG System:
Our observer model simulations suggest the linear sled hybrid AG system motion
paradigm is likely to be well perceived, even if head tilts are performed. While expected, the lack
of any cross-coupled illusion when head tilts are made is an important potential advantage of
the linear sled AG approach vs. the typical centrifuge AG system. As noted earlier, the linear
acceleration and deceleration phases will also not cause any gravity-gradients or Coriolis
forces. Only during the 180° rotation phase will a rider on the linear sled hybrid AG system
experience Coriolis forces (if a portion of the rider’s body is quickly moved linearly) and a gravity
gradient, when they will also experience tangential forces. This will vary proportionally to the
angular acceleration temporal profile and spatially with the distance from rotation axis (i.e.,
along the body’s longitudinal axis away from the head). However, the complete lack of crosscoupled illusion, as well as the lack of Coriolis forces and gravity gradient during the linear
acceleration/deceleration phase, make the linear sled hybrid system a promising approach to
creating AG.
While the observer model predicts the linear sled motions are likely not disorienting, as
noted previously, this does not ensure they will not cause motion sickness or be uncomfortable.
Specifically, the large, passive, dynamic motions, particularly the 180° rotation, may cause
motion sickness. Future research should evaluate this likelihood experimentally.
In addition, the countermeasure efficacy in terms of physiological protection from
long-duration microgravity exposure remains to be validated. In this respect, there are four open
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questions, the first two and last of which also remain for centrifuge AG systems: 1) What
incremental duration is sufficient? One might envision a concept of operations where each
astronaut rides the linear sled system for some short period of time each day. Is 30 minutes or 1
hour sufficient? Or would it only be fully protective if it is used continuously (i.e., 24 hours per
day)? The last outcome would likely make the system impractical. 2) What G-level is sufficient
or optimal? Presumably, 1G would be effective since it is protective here on Earth. However,
less than 1G might be sufficient or possibly more than 1G might enable reducing the required
incremental duration (e.g., 30 minutes at 1.5G vs. 1 hour at 1G). 3) What are the tolerable or
sufficient durations of each linear sled phase (i.e., acceleration, coast, rotation, coast, and
deceleration)? Unlike a centrifuge which produces a static gravitational loading, the linear sled
concept produces a dynamic loading profile. Specifically, during the constant velocity coast
phases while in space, the rider experiences microgravity (i.e., no loading). Given the repeated
sequence, this can be thought of a “duty cycle” of gravitational loading: loading during
acceleration, 0G during coast, gradient loading during rotation, 0G during coast, loading during
deceleration, and then repeated. The longer the acceleration/deceleration phases, the higher
the duty cycle of non-gradient loading. Shorter coast and rotation phases reduce the track
length (discussed next) and also increase the duty cycle, but may increase the likelihood for
inducing motion sickness. One might assume a higher duty cycle of loading is preferable in
terms of countermeasure efficacy and thus that a centrifuge (which effective has a “duty cycle”
of 100%) would be more effective than the linear sled (the duty cycle is determined by the
duration of each phase, but always <100%). However, there is evidence that dynamic, higherfrequency, impact loads are important mechanical stimuli to protect bone deterioration[22], for
example. Thus, the repeated transitions in gravitational loading of the linear sled might actually
be beneficial. 4) Should (and if so, how might) exercise be integrated into the AG environment?
It is reasonable to hypothesize that exercise in combination with AG would improve efficacy, or
may even be necessary, to mitigate some aspects of microgravity-induced deconditioning.
Implementing exercise in a gravity-rich environment may be more acceptable since bungees
and other restraints are not required. Various forms of exercise (squats, bicycle-riding, etc.)
during centrifugation have been explored [23-25]. The high spin rates required for short-radius
centrifugation will cause Coriolis forces during exercise which may challenge coordination
and/or lead to injury. During the linear acceleration and deceleration phases of the linear sled
hybrid AG system there will be no Coriolis forces. However, if the exercise activity is confined to
these phases it must be limited in duration (e.g., in the example of Figure 5 these phases
combine to last 2 seconds). One might imagine performing single squats (or other brief
exercises) during each acceleration/deceleration phase with a rest during the 180deg rotation
phase, but these concepts require further exploration. These open design questions must be
further evaluated, possibly utilizing long-duration human bed rest as a ground-based analog for
spaceflight[26], as has been used for centrifuge AG[27].
Another consideration for the linear sled hybrid AG system is the required mass/size and
whether it would be feasible/affordable to launch. We originally considered and analyzed 1s for
each phase. Assuming a 1G acceleration/deceleration level, this would require 39.2m of
translation (4.9m for acceleration, 9.8m for coast, 9.8m for rotation, 9.8m for coast, 4.9m for
deceleration). With a maximum rider height of ~2m and noting that the feet switch directions this
would require a total length of 43.2m, or approximately 40% of the length of the International
Space Station. However, a far more compact design may be feasible. If the two coast phases
are not necessary and removed, the linear acceleration/deceleration phases are reduced to
0.5s, and the 180deg rotation is performed in 0.5s, the total length is only 8.9m. Observer model
simulations of this scenario are not shown, but are not qualitatively different from that in Figure
5. A better understanding of the tolerable coast and rotation times, along with required
acceleration/deceleration time for countermeasure efficacy, will help better define the linear sled
design requirements. Finally, the mechanical load and vibrations of a linear sled AG system
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should be addressed, though this may be less critical for future exploration vehicles compared
to the microgravity research platform of the ISS. A design with two counter-accelerating and
counter-rotating riders could minimize applied loads.
1.4.3 Limitations/Future Work
Our observer model simulations predicted the likely perception of orientation and motion
during two AG approaches, with and without head tilts. First, we note that these are predictions
from a computational model and future work should aim to experimentally validate the novel
simulations. However, there is reason to have high confidence in the simulation predictions. The
observer model has been thoroughly validated for a wide range of motion paradigms[11-14, 16],
particularly for vestibular perception of linear acceleration, angular velocity, and tilt, as was
simulated here. However, even healthy individuals with normal functioning vestibular systems
are likely to perceive a given set of motion stimuli slightly differently from each other, which is
not modeled in observer. Different visual cues or expectations may alter perceptions. Strictly,
the observer model assumes motion inputs are passive, which is appropriate for the linear sled
and centrifuge paradigms, but head tilts are likely to be actively made by the rider. Nonetheless,
the observer model provides preliminary predictions which are particularly valuable in this
scenario where experimental testing is challenging.
All of the simulations presented here were done with 1G of gravity and assuming the
internal model of gravity had a magnitude of 1G. This scenario corresponds to the motions
being performed on Earth with normal human responses. This was motivated by the fact that
this is the environment in which the model has been best validated. However, these AG
systems are aimed to be utilized in space (e.g., microgravity or partial gravity on the moon or
Mars). The space environment will change both the magnitude of gravity, but also eventually
leads to adaptations in the astronaut’s perception of orientation[28]. The quantitative
mechanisms of this adaptation remain unclear and thus was not incorporated into the observer
model[14]. Future work should aim to extend the observer model of dynamic spatial orientation
to incorporate mechanisms of adaptation to microgravity (e.g., otolith tilt-translation
reinterpretation[28, 29] and/or rotation otolith tilt-translation reinterpretation[30]).
The choice to perform the simulations in 1G caused the somatogravic illusion during
acceleration stimulation for both the off-axis centrifuge (Figure 3 though the perceived pitch
angle is not shown) and linear sled (Figure 5g). We emphasize that this illusion is unlikely to be
experienced during AG stimulation while in microgravity. Instead, the acceleration would
comprise the entire net gravio-interital and the direction of this force (i.e., along the rider’s body
longitudinal axis, - z-axis) is likely to be perceived as the direction of down. Regarding head tilts
in microgravity, an older parabolic flight experiment suggests the subjective intensity of the
cross-coupled illusion may be reduced in microgravity[31], which warrants future investigation.
Finally, we note that AG, either the centrifuge or linear sled approach, presumably will not
protect astronauts from space radiation exposure.
1.5 Conclusion:
We presented a novel linear sled hybrid AG system that may be an alternative to the
typical centrifuge approach. This system uses linear acceleration to avoid Coriolis forces and
gravity gradients. For initial exploration, we used a well-validated observer model to predict the
rider’s perception of orientation during the two AG paradigms. As expected, we found the linear
sled hybrid AG system to not produce the cross-coupled illusion when head tilts were made.
Future studies should investigate whether such a system is tolerable in terms of motion
sickness and comfort and whether it is effective in mitigating spaceflight-induced physiological
deconditioning.
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Captions for Figures:

Figure 1: The linear sled hybrid AG system. The motion paradigm, from left to right, consists of
a linear acceleration, 180° rotation, and then deceleration to a momentary stop. The pattern is
then repeated, with an acceleration back towards the left.

Figure 2: The observer model for dynamic spatial orientation perception. From left to right:
Three-dimensional (x, y, z in head coordinates) vectors of actual angular velocity ( ) and linear
acceleration ( ) are input. Quaternion (q) integration produces gravity ( ), which is combined
with acceleration to yield the net gravito-inetial specific force ( ). These are inputs to transfer
function models of semicircular canals (SCC) and otoliths (OTO) to produce afferent response
signals (
and
). In the central spatial orientation estimator, afferent signals are
compared to expected signals (
and
, hat symbols represent internal estimates), to
yield sensory conflict errors ( , , ). These errors are weighted by four gains (K a, Kf , Kf ω, Kω)
to drive central perceptions of angular velocity ( ), linear acceleration ( ), gravity/orientation
( ), and gravito-ineritial force ( ), using internal models of physical kinematics and sensory
dynamics (
and
). Details are in the text and well-described elsewhere[11-14].
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Figure 3: Comparison of the actual state and observer model predictions of an off-axis rotation
centrifuge simulation. (a) Shows backward force (i.e., - x-direction); (b) Shows angular velocity
of the centrifuge spinning; (c) Shows footward force (i.e., - z-direction).

Figure 4: Observer model predictions of the peak illusory pitch angle occurring during centrifuge
simulations with varying head tilts and angular velocities. On the left shows an example case:
(a) Shows angular velocity; (b) Shows the head tilt angle; (c) Shows the pitch angle of the head
(the illusory perception axis following the right hand rule). A circle denotes the peak illusory pitch
angle. (d) Shows a parametric study of the effect of head tilt angle (x-axis) and varying angular
velocities (gray scale) on the peak illusory pitch angle.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the actual state and observer model predictions of the linear sled
paradigm. (a) Shows the angular velocity about the subject’s x-axis (180° rotations of the linear
sled); (b) Shows the angular velocity about the subject’s y-axis (180° rotations of the linear sled
when the head was tilted); (c) Shows the footward forces (- z-axis) from linear sled
acceleration/deceleration; (d) Shows the gravitational force in the - x-axis direction; (e) Shows
the subject’s head yaw tilt velocity; (f) Shows the subject’s head yaw tilt angle (zero is aligned
with the body, positive is to the left); (g) Shows the subject’s head pitch tilt angle (zero is supine,
positive is pitched nose up). Annotations at the bottom identify the first, second, and start of the
third repeated linear sled motion sequence. For the first sequence, the annotations at the top
identify the linear sled motion phases, which are just repeated. For the subsequent sequences,
the annotations at the top identify when head tilts were simulated.

